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Abstract

The goal of this study is to identify how different types of messages can contribute to the effectiveness of social media in healthier dietary behavior. The sample consisted of 160 participants who use social media and participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions. The study shows that a positively framed message paired with a health focused message and a negatively framed message paired with a body image focused message exhibit a positive eWOM and message perception. This research offers direction for development of appropriate message types to improve social media effectiveness. Social media marketers and advertisers can develop social media content on healthier dietary behavior.
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1. Introduction

As consumer recognize the values of a healthy lifestyle, they are effectively making an attempt to reinforce eating habits and that they have an inclination to promote a healthier dietary behavior or strict diet to lose weight [1]. Media is an important source that people use to learn and obtain information about health and healthy life [2].

With the advance of this technology, over 2.65 billion people are using social media worldwide [3]. With this rise in the use of social media, individuals have more chances to create and share the information as well as communicate with people around the world [4]. Many people are especially using social media to find and share information on health issues. When the impact of health-related information from both news media and social media was compared it was found that consumers have a more positive reaction to social media than news media [5]. Even though social media has the potential to be a crucial source for health information and issues, very few studies of the effectiveness of social media in this area have been investigated.

Prior research focused on trying to figure out what kinds of messages are most effective on attitude and behavior related to health [6]. Messages and information posted on social media have the potential to change consumer behavior on health issues and persuade them to embrace a healthier lifestyle [7]. It has been found that message framing can influence how individuals comprehend health messages, especially on those who acquire health information from the media. In this context, message framing is an important issue relating to the effectiveness of social media. Moreover, the effectiveness of message framing is improved by the focus of the presented message appeals.

To provoke behavioral or attitudinal changes, most previous research has focused more on health-related
message appeals than on body image related appeals [8]. However, people's concerns about their body image are a basic contribution to choosing nutritious food and good eating habits [9]. In spite of the growing public interest in body image, research on the body image aspects of messages has been neglected [10]. Some research has used appearance focused interventions but it is narrowly related to skin protection attitudes or behaviors and not about healthier dietary behavior. Body image related message appeals could play a significant role in the effectiveness of health communication.

Existing research gives very little attention to how people respond to healthier dietary behavior messages are influenced by social media. Reaction to social media messages has the potential to change people's behavior and their tendency to share useful information with others. The goal of this study is to investigate how distinct kinds of messages in health communication can contribute to the effectiveness of social media. It is necessary to elucidate the most effective message types to consumers. Thus, this study explore the effect of social media messages varying in message frame (positive vs. negative) and message appeals (health vs. body image) on effectiveness of social media.

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses

Message credibility and electronic Word-of-Mouth (eWOM) communication can be considered key components to improve communication efforts [11]. eWOM is defined as the potential for consumers to make any positive or negative statement about a product or a company on the Internet [12]. eWOM is typically implemented via social media or social networking platforms [13]. Message credibility means that aspects of the message itself show information quality, accuracy, currency, and language intensity [14]. Several factors can influence message perception judgments and eWOM communication. The specific type of message may greatly influence the persuasion effects to the consumers who receive the message. Message perception and eWOM could be attributed to message frame and appeals. Establishing appropriate messages would be very important to more successful communication on social media.

Prospect theory is the basis of the theoretical framework for framing [15], which posits that individuals react differently to messages depending upon whether they are framed to emphasize either losses or gains. Rothman and Salovey (1997) proposed that gain and loss-framed message are differently persuasive [16]. For example, when the health behavior perceived an outcome with a high degree of risk, loss-framed messages should be more effective than gain-framed message. On the other hand, gain-framed messages are more effective than loss-framed messages when health behavior has only a minimal degree of risk. Research also shows that gain-framed messages are more effective than loss-framed message for illness prevention behavior while loss-framed messages are more persuasive for illness detection behaviors [17].

Most of the prior research related to health communication focuses on health-related message [8]. As people are more concerned about their appearance in dietary behavior and are aware a suntan as being beneficial for their appearance, several study addresses health and appearance focused arguments about sun tanning and skin cancer [18]. The findings show that loss-framed message is more effective than a gain-framed message in skin protection behavioral intention [19]. They also show that an appearance focused message is higher than a health focused message for threat of skin cancer. In the same vein, appearance focused messages are more effective than health focused messages in the case of suntanning and skin protection [18]. In addition, there is significant interaction effect between message focus and sidewness on the suntan intention. That is, people show a lower intention to suntan intention when they were given an appearance focused two-sided message than health focused two-sided messages [18]. This study also suggests that a two-sided message with health focused arguments lead to a more favorable attitude toward the message for health motivated people, whereas the reverse is true for appearance-motivated people.

Most research has concentrated on physical appearance and there has been a lack of study on the role of appearance in connection to healthier dietary behavior and well-being [10]. Individual's feelings about their body image can have an impact on self-recognition and their health behavioral changes [20]. Appearance or body image has risen as a critical motivating factor for behavioral changes [10] and body image focused
appeals can be more a persuasive communication in health campaigns and dietary behaviors. However, most communication and marketing literature on health more often uses message appeals such as nutrition, taste, and health instead not body image.

According to the self-determination theory, the types of goals that individuals pursue is one of the essential factors in the process of eating regulations [21]. Kasser and Ryan (1996) classify the types of goals as intrinsic and extrinsic goal [22]. People with an attention on extrinsic goals such as physical appearance or image have a tendency to be more situated to interpersonal comparison and gathering of external indications of worth [23]. On the other hand, the pursuit of intrinsic goals such as health will probably result in experiences that can fulfill individual's basic needs and develop their own values [24]. Intrinsic goals would improve basic need satisfaction and intrinsic outcomes would match with positive frame messages whereas extrinsic goals would frustrate basic needs and the extrinsic outcome would match with negative framed messages [24] [25].

In addition, positive framed message are more influential when health behavior perceived an outcome with a low degree of risk while negative framed message are more effective when health behavior perceived a high degree of risk [17]. In the case of self-image appeals, consumers could perceive higher risk as psychological and social danger rather than health related appeals. Based on this prior research, we can predict that people will perceive a higher message attitude and credibility in the case of health focused appeal paired with a positive message framing and body image focused appeal paired with a negative message framing.

H1: When exposed to (a) health focused appeals, consumers will report a more positive eWOM in response to a positive framed message than a negative framed message, (b) body image focused appeals, consumers will report a more positive eWOM in response to a negative framed message than a positive framed message.

H2: When exposed to (a) health focused appeals, consumers will report a more positive attitude toward the message in response to a positive framed message than a negative framed message, (b) body image focused appeals, consumers will report a more positive attitude toward the message in response to a negative framed message than a positive framed message.

H3: When exposed to (a) health focused appeals, consumers will report stronger message credibility in response to a positive framed message than a negative framed message, (b) body image focused appeals, consumers will report stronger message credibility in response to a negative framed message than a positive framed message.

3. Research Methodology

The sample consisted of 160 participants who use social media. The respondents were similar number of males (52.8%) and female (47.2%). The majority of participants were 20-29 years old (65.4%). 17.6 percent were in their 30s, 6.3 percent in their 10s, 10.7 percent were older than 40 years. Regarding education level, 11.9 percent were high school graduates or below, 25.8 percent were college graduates, 56.6 percent were university graduates and 5.7 percent had a graduate degree.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions. Participants were contacted via e-mail. Four URLs, one for each treatment, were posted through surveygizmo. Each group responded to the same questionnaire items in the same order, but viewed a different Instagram message. 2 (message frame: positive vs. negative) * 2 (message appeals: body image vs. health) between subject experimental design was used to test the hypotheses.

The post-stimulus questionnaire included electronic word-of-mouth and message perception (attitude toward the message, message credibility). Most of the scales and items were based on existing sources, and some were modified for the study. eWOM was measured using Goyette (2010) items (e.g., “I would like to
share this message with my friends.”) [26]. Message credibility is defined as the extent to which the consumer perceives the claims to be truthful and believable (e.g., “This message is believable.”) [27]. Attitude toward the message were based on MacKenzie et al. (1986) items (e.g., “This message is favorable.”) [28]. All items were measured on five point Likert scales ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Two separate one way analyses of variance on the data were performed to determine if the manipulations for health or body image focused appeals, for positive or negative frame had worked. The two manipulations worked as planned.

Table 1. Diagrammatic representation of study design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message Appeal</th>
<th>Message Frame</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body Image</td>
<td>n=40</td>
<td>n=40</td>
<td>n=40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>n=40</td>
<td>n=40</td>
<td>n=40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

To test the hypotheses, several univariate ANOVAs were performed with message appeals and message frame as the independent variables. Message frame and message appeal had no significant main effect on eWOM. As expected H1, the results showed a significant interaction effect between message frame and message appeal on eWOM ($F (1, 159) = 4.49, p<.05$). Participants reported more positive eWOM when health focused message appeal paired with positive framed message ($M=2.66$) than negative framed message ($M=3.31$), and when body image focused appeal paired with negative framed message ($M=2.93$) than positive framed message ($M=3.23$).

Message frame and message appeal had no significant main effect on attitude toward the message and message credibility. However, as expected in H2 and H3, the results showed a significant interaction effect between message frame and message appeal on attitude toward the message ($F (1, 159) = 6.10, p<.05$) and message credibility ($F (1, 159) = 4.42, p<.05$). Participants perceived a more positive attitude toward the message when a health focused appeal paired with a positive framed message ($M=3.19$) than a negative framed message ($M=3.66$), and when a body image focused appeal paired with a negative framed message ($M=3.06$) than a positive framed message ($M=3.36$). Participants exhibited a more positive message credibility to a health focused appeal paired with a positive framed message ($M=2.94$) than a negative framed message ($M=3.34$), and when body image focused appeal paired with a negative framed message ($M=2.99$) than a positive framed message ($M=3.21$). Therefore, all of the hypotheses were supported.

5. Discussion

There is very little research of the impact of message types on the effectiveness of social media. This study examined the effect of message frame and message appeals on social media effectiveness such as message perception and eWOM. This study contributes to online marketing and advertising areas in terms of providing new evidence on the effectiveness of social media by message types in a healthier dietary behavior. Even though there are over 2.65 billion social media users [3], there is a little research in this area.

The main finding of this research indicates that when exposed to health focused message appeals, consumers reported more positive eWOM and message perception in response to a positive framed social media message than a negative framed social media message. It also shows that when exposed to body image focused appeals, consumers will report more positive eWOM and message perception in response to a negative framed message than a positive framed message. These findings prove that health focused appeal paired with a positive framed message and appearance focused appeal paired with a negative framed message can be efficacious in improving word-of-mouth communication and attitude toward the social media message. These results can be explained by the self-determination theory. Because health focused
appeals are associated with positive framing while body image focused appeals are related to negative framing because intrinsic motivations are related to positive framed messages whereas extrinsic motivations are negative framed messages [17].

This study offers implications for development of message appeals suitable to social media message framing. Establishing the appropriate message in social media will be very salient to maximize effectiveness in both health communication campaigns and on social media marketing. For example, appearance focused appeals paired with a negative framed message could be very useful to someone who is more engaged in healthy dietary behavior such as girls and women. On the other hand, health focused appeals with a positive framed message could be very successful to an audience that is more focused on improving their health through healthy eating behavior. Particularly eWOM is a very crucial information source on health. People can change their dietary lifestyle positively with the help of eWOM recommendations or share them with others, consequently it can improve the impact of health communication campaigns.

Social media marketers and advertisers can develop social media content on healthier dietary behavior appropriately based on their target audience. Most of all practitioners should divide their audience based on the audience’s needs, desires and motivation so that they can position accurate health communication messages and design for the actual health campaign. Positive emotion is the ultimate objective of health promotion like dietary behavior [29]. Individual differences such as audience motivation, diet experience, healthy consciousness all have an affect on the effectiveness of social media when they post social media messages. Future research could develop a more comprehensive framework of how these variables moderate the relationship between social content and social media effectiveness.
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